Poetry
AN OPEN EDUCATION EXTENDED HAIKU
Oonagh McGirr

INTRODUCTION
This piece is the product of observation and collaboration. It was completed using a linguistic sampling methodology
during the inaugural Centre for Open Education Practice symposium1, hosted by Otago Polytechnic in Dunedin,
December 2019.
We gathered to explore the possibilities of open education, to share ideas about how to meet our mission of
democratising access to education for all.
As the host delegate for Otago Polytechnic, and a Director of the Open Education Foundation, I felt it was
important to acknowledge our discussions and participation by creating a simple summary artefact to present as
a real-time gift (verbally) to the delegates in the closing session.
I compiled the poem by noting the frequency of specific terminology used related to open education, and then
organised the terms alphabetically in order of syllabic content. I recited it to the group as the closing act of the
event, and it was subsequently shared with our delegates and stakeholders.
The haiku provides a succinct glossary of terms for open education.
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Access, academic, attribution
Credentials, creative commons, copyright
Equity, equality, education
Freedom, flexibility, funding
Global, good, gains
Innovation, inspiration, integrated
Learners, learning, learner-centred
Open, OER, OERu
Peer, proprietary, participation
Recognition, research, relevant
Students, savings, social justice
Sustainability.
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